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Summary 
It is examined, in this report what benefits Brigitte Ravel’s Spring clog have. 

After a spring is pulled or pushed a spring will return to its original form. The 
greater the force on the spring the greater the returned force. 

 
Brigitte Ravel Spring has a unique spring system.  This system has been 
researched in two situations. In standstill and in motion. This has resulted in the 
following benefits.  

1. At a standstill the Brigitte Ravel Spring system stimulates the balance 
between the two legs. This encourages a straight posture.  

This straight posture results in: 

ü Less tired legs 
ü A better blood circulation 
ü Less chance of cellulitis 

 

2.  In movement, while walking, a force is created on the spine when the foot 
is put down. Wearing the Brigitte Ravel Spring clog ensures that these forces 
are transmitted more evenly. 

 
  This balanced power transmission on the spine results in: 

 
ü Less strain on the spine 

 
The advantages of the Brigitte Ravel Spring system are supported by an empirical 
research. 
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1. Spring system  
 

In this chapter the advantages of the Brigitte Ravel 
Spring suspension system are examined. This 
literary research focuses primarily on the operation 
of the spring. Afterwards is examined what the 
Spring-suspension system does. 

• What is springiness? 
• How does the Spring-suspension system 

work? 

To understand the Spring suspension system, the 
operation of a spring must first be understood. 

1.1 Springiness  
Springiness is the mechanical force with which the 
solid body tries to resume its original position after 
first being deformed (for example, pressed or pulled 
out). A spring is specially made to use this spring 
force. (Hooke, 1635-1703) 

Hooke's law 
Elastic distortions obey the law of Hooke. In the first 
approach, the energy function is close to the stable 
equilibrium, a positively definite quadratic form in 
the spatial coordinates of the atomic nuclei. The 
gradient of that function is therefore a vector-valued 
function that is approximately linearly dependent on 
the distortion. This phenomenon was determined by 
Robert Hooke, who formulated his law for the 
resilience of a body that is compressed or pulled out 
lengthwise: the force is proportional to the 
stretching. 
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1.2 Operation Spring-spring system 
 

To understand how the spring suspension system 
operates. One must distinguish two different 
functions to the Spring-suspension system. 

• The suspension system ensures balance 
during standstill. 

• In motion (walking) the suspension system 
catches the falling force of the foot to the 
ground. 

The balancing effect of the Spring-suspension 
system in standstill 
In standstill a body is never in perfect balance. A 
person is always moving around the body centre. 
Due to the elastic effect of the Spring-spring system, 
the spring returns to its original shape after 
compression. This results in an upward force. This 
shifts the body balance back to the centre. Brigitte 
Ravel's Spring system pushes the wearer back 
into a correct upright position.  

The shock-absorbing effect of the Spring-suspension 
system in motion 
When the foot comes down on a hard surface, there 
is a sudden transmission of forces. The Spring-
suspension system ensures a gradual 
transmission of the forces on the spinal 
column. 
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2. Effects of the 
Brigitte Ravel 
Spring clog on 
certain physical 
discomforts 

This chapter consists of two parts. In the first part 
certain physical inconveniences are described. The 
second part shows how the Spring system helps 
resolving these physical inconveniences. 

2.1 Physical discomfort 
Physical discomforts are examined in this chapter. 

• What are the causes of tired legs and how can 
this be remedied? 

• What are the causes of cellulite and how can 
this be remedied? 

• What are the causes of certain back 
complaints and how can this be remedied? 

The symptoms, tired legs and back must first be 
explored, to understand the positive effects of the 
Brigitte Ravel Spring system 

Tired legs 
One (SIGVARIS Corp.) (MedicineChest) 
(MedicineChest) (Ergonomie Site) (Weleda) speaks 
of tired legs when one has difficulty in maintaining 
the body's centre of gravity above the feet. The 
centre of gravity will then shift more. There is a 
faster variation that can be interpreted as more 
fatigue in the legs. 

Heavy and tired legs are usually the result of a 
disrupted blood circulation, preventing the blood 
circulating properly. Some people occasionally suffer 
from this, for example an extended period of 
standing. For others it is an everyday problem. 
Women deal with this issue rather than men.  
 
The main causes of tired and heavy legs are: 
Posture: Spending most of the day standing upright, 
because of their profession. 
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The veins in the legs must therefore work extra 
hard to pump the blood back. This also applies to 
a certain extent to those who spend the whole day 
sitting down with their legs crossed. 
Pregnancy: Due to hormonal changes, the artery 
walls weaken. In addition, your blood volume 
increases considerably, which increases the pressure 
on your veins. 
Overweight: In case of obesities, the return flow 
from the blood to the heart is more difficult. Those 
who are overweight will usually also move less, 
which means that the blood circulation is 
insufficiently stimulated. 
Age: The older one gets, the more the vessel walls 
will weaken. This is a natural process. 
Lifestyle: Those having a poor diet or not exercising 
enough, are more likely to suffer from heavy and 
tired legs, because these factors also have a major 
impact on blood circulation. Smoking is also very 
harmful: it causes the blood vessels to narrow. 
Construction: Having trouble with heavy and tired 
legs can be hereditary. 
 
 
Cellulitis 
Cellulitis is not a disease, it is completely harmless. 
Yet this is a great source of irritation for many 
women. 
There is not one single factor responsible for the 
development of cellulite. (Rubriek.nl) 
(Huidziekten.nl) (Optimale gezondheid) It is a 
combination of factors including lifestyle, diet, lack 
of physical exercise, hormonal changes aging and 
poor blood circulation. 
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Poor blood circulation 
In the previous chapters, the importance of good 
blood circulation has been discussed several times. 
Which factors influence this blood flow. 

The causes of poor blood circulation are very diverse: 
hernia, muscle spasms due to bad posture, 
inflammation, exposure to cold temperatures and 
many other causes. (Drs. Bulthuis & Drs. Elkhuizen , 
2003) (Gezonder Leven) 

Better blood circulation through a good posture 
By standing upright, breathing is improved. There 
can be inhaled deeper. (Liberal Mutuality, 2009) 

The back 
It is a fact that the back is very important for 
humans. This is the conclusion from research that 
shows that the spine has an important function in 
daily life. 

You always need the back during daily work. 
However, people often use their backs incorrectly 
this causes many back complaints and back 
diseases. Small changes in daily life can prevent back 
problems. 

The spine has a number of important functions and 
yet many people do not see this. A few important 
functions are for example: protecting your nerves, 
giving support to the body and it also plays an 
important role in the balance. Due to the specific 
structure of the spine (the S shape), the spine 
provides not only protection but also suspension. 
Most people think that the spine only consists of 
bones. This is not true. However, the spinal column 
is very functional. 

The spinal column consists not only of bones but also 
of cartilage that provides for suspension but 
can also be damaged quickly. The spine has 
undergone a very long evolution. This is understood 
to mean standing up straight. In this evolution the 
vertebral column has evolved from a right angle of 
90˚ to a straight position around 180˚. This shows 
that we have to be economical with the back. (Visser 
, Formanoy, Kuis , Duits , & Doornbusch , 2008) 
(Coiffure.org, 2015) 
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2.2 Conclusions physical inconveniences 
In this chapter, three physical discomforts were 
investigated. The diagram below shows the 
conclusions.  

 

Physical 
discomfort 

Cause Possible solution 
 

 
 
 
 
Tired legs 
 

 
With prolonged 
standing, a larger 
displacement of 
the body centre 
occurs 
 
Reduced blood 
flow 
 

 
 
Balancing the 
body centre 
 
 
 
Good posture 

 
Back 
complaint 
 
 

 
Worn-out 
intervertebral 
discs 
 

 
Absorbing the 
shocks 
 

 
Cellulite 
 

 
Reduced blood 
flow 
 

 
Good posture 
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3. Conclusions: The 
positive effects of 
the Spring-spring 
system on the body 

In this chapter the advantages of the Spring-
suspension system are linked to certain physical 
discomforts. 

• What is the effect of the Spring system on 
tired legs? 

• What is the effect of the Spring system on the 
back? 

• What is the effect of the Spring system on 
cellulite? 

3.1 The double-sided function of the 
Spring system 

In the first chapter it was discovered that the Spring 
system has a balancing effect when standing still. 
The wearer is pushed back to a perfect posture as it 
moves the body centre of gravity out of the centre. 

Furthermore, in the first chapter it was concluded 
that the Spring system has a damping effect when 
the clog is put down to the ground. 

The effect of the Spring system on tired legs 
When a person gets tired legs, there is more 
movement of the body centre. The spring has the 
natural tendency to assume its original shape again. 
A person standing on the Spring system (not in 
movement) will experience a counterforce when 
moving the body centre. The body is pushed back to 
its body centre. This ensures that the wearer adopts 
a more correct posture. This in turn will be better for 
blood circulation. The improved blood circulation will 
make standing still for a long time more pleasant. 
Brigitte Ravel’s Spring clog makes standing up 
for a long time more pleasant.  
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The effect of the Spring system on the vertebrae 
When the foot touches the ground while walking 
pressure is exerted on the intermediate disc 
vertebrae. The Spring system is compressed when 
the heel of the foot is pushed on the ground. Due to 
the elasticity of the spring, the pressure is gradually 
and gentler  transmitted. This reduces the maximum 
pressure on the intermediate disc vortices. 
Furthermore, it has also been shown that the Spring 
system stimulates a correct upright posture. With a 
straight posture, the pressure on the interdental disc 
vertebrae is distributed more evenly. As a result, the 
vertebrae are less loaded and less wear on the back 
will occur. Thanks to Brigitte Ravel's Spring, the 
back is less stressed. This will prevent and remedy 
back complaints. 

The effect of the Spring system on cellulite 
A person can get cellulite for a variety of reasons. For 
women, this is often a major source of frustration. 
This can be prevented or remedied through improved 
blood circulation. Due to the correct upright posture 
that the Spring clog system stimulates, while 
standing still, the blood circulation is improved. The 
Spring clog helps to prevent and remedies 
cellulitis.  
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4. Empirical research on Brigitte 
Ravel's Spring clog 

This research was done with the aim to gain insight into the operation of Brigitte 
Ravel's Spring clog according to the clog carriers. 

Through the medium of Facebook, research was done to get an insight in 
contentment of the user of the Spring clog. This research was done on the Belgian 
Facebook page. Most users are responding in Dutch or in French. 

The research 
This research shows that the product Spring is very popular with the user. On 
Facebook, a message can be responded to. In a period of a large month (22-1-
2018 to 29-2-2018) people responded as follows: 

• one person responded negative by pushing: "angry". 
• 1137 people responded positive by pushing: "like", "great" or "funny". 

A person can also leave a written comment on Facebook. Most written comments 
are questions as where the Spring clog is sold. Next to these questions people are 
stating that: “These shoes are great!” “A pleasure to my feet!” “Fit good.” 
“They are good for the feet/legs.” “Great experiences wearing these 
clogs!” 

Conclusions research Brigitte Ravel's Spring clog 
There are almost no negative reactions on the Facebook page of Brigitte Ravel. 
Presumably there are few or no bad experiences with the shoe. It can even be said 
that the Spring product by Brigitte Ravel is very popular with its followers on 
Brigitte Ravel's Facebook page. A satisfied customer usually means that the 
product does what is expected of the product. 

Brigitte Ravel's clog has the advantages: less tired legs, better blood circulation, 
less chance of cellulitis and less strain on the spine.  

The users of Brigitte Ravel’s Spring clog are convinced and experience the 
advantages of the Spring clog. 
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Attachment 1  
Some of the facebook posts our clients 
wrote
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